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APEC Early Voluntary Sectoral Liberalization

and Its Implications on the Philippine Toy Industry"

Myrna S. Austria

Philippine Institute for Development Studies

Abstract

The paper analyzes the likely impacts of the APEC Early Voluntary Sectoral'

Liberalization 0EVSL) program on the Philippine toy industry. The analysis shows
that the industry failed to flourish and follow the technology-driven development path

that made the toy industries of the country's Asian neighbors captured the world
market. Because the industry is not yet fully competitive, it would be beneficial for

the industry to follow the tariff reduction schedule under the TariffReform Program,
instead of the EVSL proposal to bring down tariffs to zero beginning theyear 2000.

An exception to this, however, covers products where there are no local producers and

hence, an early liberalization is proposed. Strategies and programs that would
enhance the competitiveness of the industry to compete in a more open trading
environment are also discussed.

" The views expressed herein do not necessarily representthe official views of the Philippine
government in general, and/or the WTO/AFTA AdvisoryCommission in particular.This industry
paper was prepared to provide some basic or background information; hence, in no way it is
exhaustive. The intent is to offer the initial set of informationfor discussion and in tlaeprocess,elicit
the ideas that could be helpful in formulating the appropriatestrategies in the development of this
industry sector.

This paper was prepared under the "APECEarly Voluntary Sectoral Liberalization"projoct
which was jointly funded by the WTO/AFTA Commissionand the Philippine APEC Study Center
Network (PASCN) in furtherance of the general objectiveof undertakingconsensus buildingactivities
and other necessary measures to. promote the Philippinesas a competitive player in the global
economy.
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Reaffirnfing the role of APEC as a cataly'st for promoting trade and investment

liberalization globally, the APEC Leaders endorsed the earl), voluntary sectoral
liberalization (EVSL) of illteen sectors during their Fifth Meeting in Canada in

November 19')7. These sectors were identified to have a likely positive impact on
trade, investment and economic growth in ir_dividual APEC economies and the region
•should the timetable for the elimination of tariffs and non-tariff barriers as set out in

the Individual Action Phms (lAPs) be l"ast-tr:lcked. In comrast to the usual

liberalization program, however, EVSL includes not only the leduction/elimination of
tariffs or the removal of non-tariff barriers, but also the identification of facilitation

and economic and technical cooperation naeasures that would enable the participating

economies to nmximize the benefits they could get frorn the EVSL initiative.

One of the fifteen sectors identified for EVSL is the to)' industry. The

proposal was for a progressive reduction of tariffs to zero beginding in 1998 and to be

completed preferably by 2000 but not later than 2005. The toy products proposed for
EVSL include wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children (HS 9501). doits

representing only human beings (HS9502). other toys, reduced-size (scale) models

and similar recreational models and puzzles of all kinds (HS 9503), articles for
funfair, table or parlor games (HS 9504) and festive, carnival or other entertainment

articles (HS 9505).

The objective of this paper is to define the position and strategy for the EVSL

of the Philippine toy industry. How will the industry maximize the benefits it could

get from the EVSL? How will the local producers for the domestic market position

themselves in a market where imported toys ,,,,'ill become cheaper? How will the
country's exporters compete and take advantage of the more open trading
environment?

i

This paper draws from secondary sources and f'rom the results of the

roundtable discussion-consultation conducted specifically for the APEC-EVSL of the

toy industry. Participants to the ioundtable discussion were toy industry
" manufacturers, government agencies and experts from the academe.

The next section of the paper discusses a brief background of the Philippine
toy industry, including the strengths, problems and issues confronting the industry.

I Research Fellow, Philippine lnstitut_ for Development Studies. The research assistance of Euben
Paracuelles is gralefully acknowledged. This study was madepossible by the funding assistance from
the WTO/AFTA Advisory Commission through the PhilippineAPEC Study CenterNetwork.



The discussion provides the background on the extent to which tariffs can be reduced
given the industry's current situation and where it is likely going. The likely impacts
of the EVSL program on the industry are then analyzed, including the strategies the
industryneed to undertake to take advantage of the opportunities open to it. Finally,
an EVSL Action Plan for the industry is proposed. The action plan includes the tariff
reduction program and specific measures and programs the industry need to make it
more competitive and efficient in a relatively fiee trading APEC environment.

Industry Background and Performance

Traditionally, the Philippine toy industry covers the production of stuffed/plush,
wooden and plastic toys, battery-operated toys and dolls and doll parts and
accessories. The industry, however, is dominated by stuffed toys. The industry has a
dual structure, a formal toy industry, which is'more advanced and organized and
which produces primarily for exports; and an informal, household type toy industry,
whose operation is largely undocumented, caters to the domestic market. However,
anly a small segment of toy manufacturers export directly. Most firms sell to the
"lomestic market or merely subcontract for exporters. Subcontracting is done mostly
:o enhance a trader's capacity to receive orders.

The firms are concentrated in Metro Manila and its periphery due to the easy
access of raw materials and parts in the area, transport convenience and the ready
_vailability of information requirements.

Strengths of the industry. The industry enjoys certain non-price comparative
tdvantage, namely, (i) the labor force ability to understand and speak English; (ii)
tppreciation of Western culture as to understand fashion/toy characters; (iii) creativity
ff Filipinos; and (iv) ability of exporters to meet their markets' standards, particularly
n terms of quality and safety standards.

Significance to the economy. Although the development of the toy industry
tatted in the 1970s, the industry has not made a significant impact on the economy.
rChilethe total number of firms in the industry has increased from 76 in 1988 to 88 in
992, the industry's size has remained at 0.10 percent of the total firms in the
ountry's manufacturing industry (Table 1). These firms generated an average
mployment of 3,737 per year during the period 1988-1992, majority of which were
mployed by large firms, i.e. those employing 10 workers or more.

The value added generated by the industry increased from P247 million in :
988 to P355 million in 1992 (Table 2). Likewise, the contribution of the industry to
>talmanufacturing value added has remained relatively small.

Export performance. Despite the increase in the value of toy exports from
S$24.6 million in 1991 to US$40,1 million in 1997, the contribution of the industry
the country's total exports has been going down (Table 3). This is attributed to the

Lcreasing share of electronics and garments in total exports. The growth of exports
as also relatively unstable registering high growth rates during the periods 1991-
_}92and 1992-1993 and a negative growth rate in 1996-1997 (Figure 1).
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Table 1. Number of firms and employment generated, Philippine toy industry,
1988-1992.

Year Number Share in total mfg.

Large Small Total Large Small Total

Number of firms
1988 31 45 76 0.27 0.07 0. I0
1989 31 35 66 0.31 (I.05 0.08
! 990 37 36 73 0.35 0.05 0.09

1991 48 39 87 0.42 0.05 0. I0
1992 49 39 88 0.42 0.05 0. I0

Employment generated
1988 3830 208 4038 0.45 0.09 0.37
1989 2172 177 2349 0.23 0.07 0.19
1990 3234 171 3405 0.35 0.06 0.28
199 i 3884 263 4147 0.41 0.09 0.34

1992 4576 172 4748 0.47 0.06 0.37

Note: Large finns are defined as those employing 10 or more workers.
Small firms are defined as those employing less than 10 workers.

Source: Annual Survey of Establishments, National Statistics Office (NSO).

Table 2. Value added in toy industry, 1988-1992,

Year Amount (P'000) Share in mfg. value added
Large Small Total Large . Small Total

1988 243680 3326 247006 0.18 0.08 0. !8
1989 77616 5716 83332 0.05 0.07 0.05

1990 i 58955 2847 161802 0.08 0.03 0,08
1991 259974 7403 267377 0.11 0.07 0.1 I
1992 350658 4546 355204 0.13 0.04 0.13

Source: Annual Survey of Establishments, NSO.

Table 3. Philippine exports and imports of toys, 1991-1997.

Exports Imports

Year Amount Contribution to Amount Contribution to
(US $ million) total exports (%) (US $ million) total imports (%)

1991 24.6 : 4.5 0.035
i 992 30.5 5.6 0.037
1993 39.4 I 1.7 0.064
1994 40. I 0.011 15.4 0.070

1995 42.0 0.010 22.1 0.080
1996 48.1 0.009 26.8 0.080
1997 40.1 0.006 35.5 0.097

Source: Bureau of Export Trade Promotion, DTI.



Figure 1. Annual growth rate of Philippine exports and imports of toys, 1991-
1997 (percent).
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Source: Bureau of ExportTrade Promotion,DTI.

, Export products. The top export products of the country are stuffed toys

and parts .(HS 9503.41), dolls (HS 9502.1), other toys, NES and parts (HS
9503.9), and articles for festive, carnival or other entertainment articles

(HS 9505), especially articles for Christmas festivities (HS 9505.1).
However, the country is losing its strength in dolls and stuffed toys as

shown by the declining share of these products in the country's total toy
exports (Table 4) and their deteriorating annual growth rate (Table 5). The
country could be losing out with Indonesia in the export of dolls and with

South Korea in the export of stuffed toys.

Export of video games (HS 9504.1), however, is slowly gaining strength
as shown by its increasing share in total exports since 1994 (Table 4).

° Export markets. The APEC economies are the major markets of the

country's toy exports (Table 6). About 72 percent of total toy exports
during the period 1991-1997 were sold in the region. However, the share
of the region has been going down since 1992, except in 1996 where an
increase in share was registered. This signifies that the country has been

losing its competitiveness with the other APEC economies who are the

major players in the market, as will be discussed later. This is primarily
due to the improved technology, particularly in design and pattern-making,

by which the traditional toys of the country's Asian competitors are being

produced. In contrast, the Philippine toy exports of the traditional type
still rely on the traditional mode of production (Rodolfo 1998).

Among the APEC economies, the major markets of the country are US
' and Japan (Figure 2). However, the share of the US has also been on a

downtrend, except in 1997 when the country's share started to pick up.

With its deteriorating competitiveness in the APEC region, the toy
industry has found Europe a.s an alternative market. France, for example,
has been steadily increasing its share (Figure 2). Likewise, while the share
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Table 4. Distribution of Philippine toy exporls, 1991-1996 (percent).

HS CODE DESCRIPTION • 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

9501 Whc'el,'d toys dcsignud to be ridden by 0.4 0.4 0_2 0. I 0.5 0.2

chiklrcn: dolls' ¢an'iagcs & pacts

9502 Dolls representing only human beings 7.2 8.3 8.6 _.4 7.6 7.3

9.50".91 Garmenls & accessories, footwear & " 0.7 0.g 0.2 0.1 "0.I 0.3

headgear, of dolls rcprcscnling only

hLtntanbeings

9.502.99 Olber parts & accessories of dolls 1.4 1.6 1.4 0.9 0_9 0.9

rcprescnling only human beings

9503 Oihcr toys; bzduced-sizc me, lois aml 29,2 20.7 25.9 21,0 17.6 21.5
similar n:crcational models, working or

no,: puzzles of all kinds

9503.1 Elcclric Irains inc[ tracks and pacts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0

9503.2 Reduced-size scale model, asscrubly kits 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.6 3.7

cx¢l those o(subhcading 9.503. I
9503.3 Constructional toys and pans 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

9503.49 Toys olhcr than stuffed and pacts 0_9 0. I 0. I 0.0 0_0 0.0

9503.5 Toy musical instruments & apparatus & 0__ 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
: Parts

9503.6 Puzzles 0. I 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0_0

9503.7 Toys. put up in ._Is 0. I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

9503.8 Toys & models,incorporating moior & parts 0.9 I.I 1.8 0,9 0.4 0.0

9.504 Articles for funfair, table or parlour games, O.I O.I 0.4 2.2 1.3 6. I
inc[ pintables, billiards, special tables for

casino ganuzs 8: automatic bowling alley

equip.

9504. I Video games used with television & paas 0.0 0.0 0.3 2.I 1.2 6.1
9504.2 Billiards and articles for billiards 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

9504.3 Other games, disc-operated machines 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 " 0.0 0.0

9.504.4 Playing cards 0,0 0_0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0
9504.5 Others 0.! 0.! 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

9505 Festive, carnival or other entertainment 63. I 70.5 64.9 68.3 73.0 " 64_9

articles, in¢l conjuring tricks & novelty jokes

9505.9 Other entertainment articles in¢l carnival 0.3 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 2.4
Articles

TOTAL 100.0 100,0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Table 5. Annual growth rates of Philippine toy exports, by product 1991-1996 (percent).

HSCODE DESCRIPTION 1991-1992 1992-1993 1993-1994 1994-1995 1995-1996

9,5Oi Whcch:d lays dcsigm:d to be rid(lell by 57.9 :39.0 -42.1 480.3 -67.0

chihlren; dolls' can'/ages &paas

9502 Dolls rcpmscnling only hunuu) h.'ing.s 65.8 16.6 lb.4 • 7,3 -1.5

9502.91 Garn_:nls & accessorles, foolwcar & 51.3 -77,7 -23.7 , I I. I 295.8

headgear, of dolls rcprescming only

hum:m beings

9502.99 Olher parts & accessories of dolls 65.6 I d�-27.521.0 4.7

rcprescnling only human b_ings ',.

9503 O_her lays; reduced-size n_otlcls and 2.4 41.2 ,4_I 0.6 23.6

similar recreational models, working or

not; pu_-Ies of all kinds

9503.1 Elcclric Irain._ incl Ir:lcks and pans .2462.3 30.6 -100_0

9503.2 Reduced-size scale model, assembly kits 71 .$ 12.8 49.2 23,8 137. I

cxcl ihosc of subheading 9503. I

950"L3 Constructional toys and p.'_ns -23_0 28.9 -9; _ 3198.5.8 -_3.6

...................................... _
9503_49 Toys other than slurred and pans -77,3 -34.9 -9S.3 -100.0

9503.5 Toy musical instrumenls & apparatus & -65.4 -83.9 7-2.6 52.4 1733

Pans

9503.6 Puzzles -38.5 597_8 -96.2 115.4 -93...t

9503.7 Toys, put up in sets -49.4 -76.1 204.3 -36.4 -100.0

9503.8 Toys & n)odeL%incorporating molar & parts 79.7 73.7 -38.7 -51.9 -91, I

9504 Articles for funfair, table Or parlour games, 95.6 _,4,9 570.9 -27.8 374.2 "

incl pinlables, billiards, special tables for

casino games & automatic bowling alley

equip.

9504. I Video games used with |elevision & parts 673.4 -30.3 400,4

9504.2 Billiards and articles/'or billiards 9.7 67.9 -42.1 1823 -17.2

9504.3 Other games, disc-operated machines -100.0 384.3

9504.4 Playing cards 315.5 2.'_1.:/ -100,0 -36.7

9504,5 Others 120.7 -g I.I 180.4 -8.3 -56.9

9505 Fcs|iv¢. carnival or olher enlerlainmenl 61.3 3.9 24_7 27.8 -9.9

articles, incl conjuring tricks & novelty jokes

9505.9 Other entertain rncnt articles incl carnival 198.9 23.6 78. I 53.0 100, I

articles

Source: Foreign Trade Statistics, IN'SO.
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Table 6. Share of major markets of toys, 1991-1997 (percent).

Year APEC Europe Others

199 i 70.9 27.4 1.7
1992 77.7 20.0 2.3
1993 76.9 19.8 3.3

1994 70.3 27.5 2.2
1995 67.3 30.6 .2. I
[996 72. [ 26.2 1.7

1997 68.3 30,4 1.3

Source: Bureau of Export Trade Promotion, DTI.

Figure 2. Philippine major export markets of toys, 1991-1997 (percent).
71)
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Source: Bureau of Export Trade Promotion. DTI.

of Italy and UK has declined during the period 1991-1995, their share has
increased during the last 2 years.

Most of the APEC economies belong to the top 20 exporters of toys.
These include China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia, Mexico,
Indonesia, •Japan, USA, South Korea and Canada (Table 7). The
Philippines, however, ranked only 27. While Thailand and Malaysia had
captured about 2 percent of the world exports of toys in the first half of
the 1990s, the share of the Philippines in the world market remained at an
average of 0.2 percent during the same period (Table 8). China, Hong
Kong and Taiwan have also made very significant impact in the export
market.

The impressive export performance of the top Asian exporters was largely
due to the special niches they have developed in the export market as their
toy industries graduated from low-end, low-technology toy industry to
high-end and high technology toy industry. South Korea is a major
competitor in stuffed toys; Japan is very competitive in electronic toys and



Table 7. World exports of toys, top 20 exporter countries, 1991-1995 (in $US
000).

Country 1991 1992 1993 !994 1995

Total World 10811597 15558726 15891629 17053440 18196093

Top 20 10185892 14835743 15175395 16280255 17439911
Ofl_ers 625705 722983 716234 773185 756182

! China 3962232 7880251 - 8699177 9748961 11020424

2 Hongkong 725036 1032587 996091 850320 792690
,3 Italy 448514 534031 487449 511114 541771
4 Germany 547833 573405 '511067 563524 530246
5 Taiwan 783836 805227 671490 588151 514911
6 USA 356596 485070 501383 510368 487442
7 Denmark 457678 503063 493882 495795 453160
8 Thailand 348118 372061 341040 399533 416737

9 Malaysia 230437 298286 311192 321464 320640
10 Mexico 190265 185495 232048 272834 2.94732
I I Switzerland 201345 206922 223374 267654 261362

12 France 256871 •275016 216012 259953 260487
13 Indonesia 74430 146805 214515 196755 252402 • .

14 Spain 207875 204434 185461 212825 245554
15 New Zealand 169316 204242 175482 193736 221674

16 Japan 190309 250311 241731 217248 206931
17 UK 206306 219009 184402 22_668 197179
18 South Korea 618562 419392 264618 187671 170439
19 Canada 35853 53286 74433 102039 151652

20 Macau 174480 186850 150548 157642 99478

"Source: PC/Trade Analysis System (PC/TAS).

Table 8. Percent share in world exports of toys, by country, 1991-95.

Country 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Philippines 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Indonesia 0.7 0.9 ' 1.3 1.2 1.4

Malaysia 2.1 1,9 2.0 1.9 1,8
Thailand 3.2 2.4 2. i 2.3 2.3

China 36.6 50.6 54.7 57.2 60.6

Hongkong 6.7 6.6 6.3 5.0 4,4
Taiwan 7.2 5.2 4.2 3.4 2.8

South Korea 5.7 2.7 1.7 I. 1 0.9

Mexico 1.8 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.6
Macau 1.6 _1.2 0.9 0.9 0.5

Source: PC/Trade Analysis System (PCd"rAS).
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games. Taiwan is known for its educational toys and largc volume of
production of plastic inflatabl'e toys and wheeled toys. lndonesia's
strength is in doll production. Hong Kong became the world's largest toy '
exporter because 70 percent of its sales is derived from licensing and
contract manufacturing for foreign toy companies. Hong Kong. whose
exports mainly come from mainland China. has also worked closely with
China in improving its quality of toys. This enabled China to capitalize in
licensing and contract manuf_ctt, ring from popular toy manufacture
(Rodolfo 1998). The Philippines, however, has yet to develop its niche
ha the world market.

Furthermore. the improved technology in the country's Asian competitors
has enabled these countries to becon_e more efficient in meeting delivery
time and requirements and to respond better and faster to huge demand
brought about by trends and changes in consumer tastes. More and more
consumers are now looking for toys that are not only interesting but also
educational and safe (Rodolfo 1998).

hnports performance. Philippine imports of toys have increased steadily
from US$ 4.5 million in 1991 to US$35.5 million in 1997 (Table 3). Imports of toys,
however, have remained a small proportion of the country's total imports. Imports of
toys have been growing at a much faster rate than the country's exports of toys
(Figure 1). Likewise, despite the economic crises in 1992-1993 and 1996-1997,
imports of toys have increased by 107.2 percent and 32.4 percent, respectively. The
growth of imports implies that the local market-for imported to)rs is growing and that
consumers are responding to the quality of imported toys.

° bnport products. The country's major imports belong to the higher end
and high technology type of toys such as video games (HS 9504.1) other
toys, NES and parts (HS 9503.9), and other disc-operated machine games
(9504.3) (Table 9). The imports of HS 9504.3 and HS 9504.1 also grew
rapidly since 1993 (Table 10). Imports of wheeled toys (HS 9501),
electric trains (9503.1), constructional toys & parts (HS 9503.3), toy
musical instruments (HS 9503.5), and puzzles (HS 9503.6) have also
grown fast in 1995-1996 although the shares of these products in total toy
imports have remained small (Table 9).

, Sources of imports. During the period 1991-1997, an average of 96
percent per year of the country's total imports came from APEC,
particularly from the US, Hong Kong, China and Taiwan (Table 11).
However, the US has been dramatically losing its share in Philippine

imports from 33.8 percent in 1991 to 3.4 percent only in 1997 (Figure 3).
Hong Kong, on the other hand, has significantly increased its share of the
market from 22.2 percent in 1991 to 60.2 percent in 1997 although the
trend has been on a downtrend during the last two years. China is also
making a significant impact in the country's imports, increasing its share
from 7.6 percent in 1991 to 17.2 percent in 1997.

9



Table 10. Annual growth rates of Philippine toy imports, by product, 1991-1996 (percent).

HSCODE DESCRIPTION 1991-1992 1992-1993 1993-1994 1994-1995 1995-1996
L

:,.Cj_ddr.e.n.Ldq]l_._car9age.t:.&.p_

9502 Dolls representing only human beings 72.7 26.7 25.8 -14.8 3.4
.9502. I Dolls, wheeher or not dressed 82.5 45. I -32.4 219.4 6.7
9502.91 Garments & accessories, footwear & -91.3 1462.3 11.3 100.2 -69.9

Headgear, of dolls representing only
Hutmm beings

9502.99 Other parts & accessories of dolls 78.1 t7.2 10.0 -43.8 5.4
Representing only human beings

9503 Other toys; reduced-size models and 26.8 69.1 21.7 30.7 20.6
Similar recreational models, working or

Not; puzzles of all kinds

9503.2 Reduced-size scale model, assembly kits 377,5 -99.3 46604.4 -55.7 53.5
Excl those of subheading 9503.1

930_ Construct,onal.to..ys and pariS] _._5"_ '_:e3_._ _._._2
9503.41 Stuffed toys and parts -2.3 59.5 1109.3 -74.4 162.2
9503.49 Toys other than stuffed and parts -24.5 117.5 13.0 345.0 84.7

9503.5 Toy musical instruments & apparatus & 72.4 102.7 -69.5 48.6 248.9
Parts

9503.6 Puzzles 1554.4 114.6 , 80.7 -5.7 130.5

9503.7 Toys, put up in sets -58.6 247.4 454. I 69.0 85.7
9503.8 Toys & models, incorporating motor & -28.4 -23.3 -12.7 145.4 82.2

parts
9503.9 Other toys. NES & parts 32.6 65.2 -0.3 45.7 -.4.3

9504 Articles for funfair, table or parlour 384.6 44.0 24.5 28.6 40.4
games,
Incl pintables, billiards, special tables for.
Casino games & automatic bowling alley

Equip.

9504.2 Billiards and articles for billiards -70.2 241.2 25.5 -45.2 55,7

9504.4 Playing cards 1649.4 22.3 135.2 -71.6 282.2
9504.5 Others 122.4 275.4 -46.5 202.0 -37.2

9505 Festive, carnival or other entertainment 146.3 167.6 -20.2 64.1 13.9

Articles, incl conjuring tricks & novelty
jokes

9505.1 Articles for christmas fetivities 145.2 169.6 -24.8 71.1 16.0
9505.9 Other entertainment articles incl carnival 274.5 22.1 723.3 -39.4 -74.4

Articles

Source: Foreign Trade Statistics, NSO.
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Table 11. Sources of Philippine toy imports, 1991-1997 (percent share).

APEC Europe Others

1991 96.5 3.2 0.3

! 992 98.6 1.3 O. I

1993 95.9 3.8 0.3

1994 95.2 3.2 1.6.

1995 96.6 1.9 1.5

1996 94.9 2.3 2.8

1997 94.7 3.9 1.4

Source: Bureau of Export Trade Promotion, DTI

Figure 3. Shares in total Philippine imports of toys, by major sources, 1991-1997
(percent).
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Net trade. Despite the fact that only a small portion of toy manufacturers are

engage in exporting and that imports were growing much faster than exports, the net

trade in the industry is still positive (Table 12). Nevertheless, there are some specific
products where the value of imports exceeds the value of exports. These include

wheeled toys (HS 9501), electric trains (HS 9503.1), constructional toys and parts

(HS 9503.3), toy musical instruments, and apparatus and parts (HS 9503.5), other

toys, NES and parts (HS 9503.9), and other games, disc-operated machines (HS
9504.3).

Investments. Total investments registered with the Board of Investment

during the period 1991-1997 reached P178.5 million or an average of P22.3 million
per year. Most of the investment went to stuffed toys, plastic toys, and battery-

operated toys (Table 13). The inability of the industry to attract foreign investors is

shown by the relatively small share of other countries, except Taiwan, in total
investment in the industry (Table 14). The resons for this will be discussed in more
detail in the next section.
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Table 12. Net Trade of Philippine toy industry, by product, 1991-1996 (US$ million).

HS CODE DESCRIPTION 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

9502 Dolls representing only human beings 4.5 7.3 8.4 9.6 • 10.8 10,6
9502.1 Dolls, whether or not dressed 3,6 5.9 7,9 10.2 10,1 9.4

9502.91 Garments & accessories, footwear & 0.5 0.8 0.I 0. I 0.0 0.5

Headgear. of dolls representing only
Human beings

9502.99 Other parts & accessories of dolls 0.4 0.6 0.4 -0.2 0.7 0.7
Representing o,dy human beings

9503 Other toys: reduced-size models and 14.9 13.7 17.1 12.8 7.8 10.3
Similarrecreatlonal models, working or
Not; puzzles of all kinds

9503.2 Reduced-size scale model, assembly kits 0.7 1.2 1.4 2.0 2.6 6.2

Excl those of subheading 9503. !
9503.3 Constructional toys and parts 0,0 0.0 -0.4 -0.7 -0.3 -I.2

9503.41 Stuffed toys and parts 11.4 12.8 16.0 10.7 14.7 12.5
9503.49 Toys other than stuffed and parts 0.5 0.0 -0.1 -0.3 -I.I -2.1

9503.6 Puzzles ...... 0.1 0,0 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.4
9503.7 Toys, put up in sets 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.8 -1.4 -2.7

9503.8 Toys & models, incorporating motor & 0.3 0.9 1.9 !.1 0.1 -0.8

paris _ ,

9504 Articles for funfair, table or parlour -0.8 -4.1 -5.6 -4.5 -7.5 -3.1
games.

Incl pintables, billiards, special tables tbr
Casino games & automatic bowling alley
Equip.

9504.1 Video games used with television & parts -0.3 -0.3 -0.8 1.8 0.4 7.8
9504.2 Billiards and articles for billiards -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.I 0,0 -0.1

9504.4 Playing cards 0.0 -0.7 -0.8 -1.9 -0.5 -2.0
9504.5 Others -0.3 -0.6 -2.7 -1.4 -4.4 -2.7

9505 Festive, carnival or other entertainment 45.7 73.3 74.2 94.0 119.2 106.4

Articles, incl conjuring tricks & novelty
jokes

9505.! Articles for christmas fetivities 45.5 72.7 73.4 92.8 117.2 102.2
9505.9" Other entertainment articles incl carnival 0.2 0.6 0.7 1.2 2.0 4.2

Articles

Source: Foreign Trade Statistics, NSO.
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Table 13. Total invcstmcnL_ in the Philippine toy industry, by product, 1990-1997.

Product Amo0nt (P'000) %Distribution
1990-1997

•Stuffed Toys 48884 27.4
Plastic Toys 49637 27.8
Wooden Toys I 1995 6.7
Doll Parts 3000 I.?

Batter.y-operatedToys 45164 25.3
Other Toys 19864 I 1.I

Total !78544 100.0

Source: Board of Investments.

Table 14. Total investments in the toy industry, by source, 1990-1997.

Nationality Amount (P'000) % Distribution
1990-1997

Philippines 95369 53.4
Japan 6285 3.5
South Korea 15755 8.8
Taiwan 40501 22.7
USA 2400 Ii3
Italy 10561 5.9
Others 7673 4.3

Total 178544 100.0

Source:' Board of Investments.

Problems and Issues Confronting the Industry

Why has the Philippine toy industry failed to flourish and follow the

technology-driven development path that made the toy industries of China, Malaysia,

Indonesia and Thailand captured the world market? The development of the

country's toy industry was hampered by the interplay of several factors as discussed
below.

Unstable labor situation and higl, labor cost. The country's cheap labor was
the major determinant of the toy industry's competitiveness when it was established in

the 1970s (Barican 1998). However, several foreign toy companies left the

' Philippines in the mid-1980s due to labor unrest and the unstable political situation

then. Stability of labor situation in the other ASEAN countries provided a good

alternative investment environment for overseas toy manufacturers. Unfortunately,
this impression on the unfavorable image of labor situation in the country has

remained in the minds of foreign toy companies until today and it is adversely
affecting the ability of the industry to attract foreign investors into the country.
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The situation further deteriorated in the 1990s because of the high labor cost in
the country. Although labor cost in Mal_'_ysiaand Thailand are now higher than in the
Philippines, these countries are not confrcSnted with similar labor problems because
their toy-industries have managed to gradtmte from the low-end, labor intensive to
high technology intensive type of toys. The Philippine toy industry, on the other
hand, has remained labor i,ltensive, with labor cost accounting for about 30 to 50
percent of production cost. Since tile cost of labor in China now is much cheaper than
in the Philippines, the country has lost its competitive advantage.

hzadequate raw materials. Raw materials, particularly for the stuffed toys.
have to be sourced from abroad. At present, only one plush manufacturer has the
capability to produce the quality acceptable in the export market. Very few kinds of
fabrics are produced locally and because of limited production volume, prices of
fabrics are high. This forces local manufacturers to import their raw materials,
particularly fiom South Korea. However, toy manufacturers need 30 days to import
their raw materials and this affects their ability to deliver orders on time.

The growth of domestic raw material suppliers is critical to the development
of the stuffed toy industry. The availability of raw materials of good quality will
facilitate the production of samples for presentation to exporters, and shorten
production time.

Lhnited counter sample making ability. To be able to transact business

directly with buyers, exporter-manufacturers should have the ability to make adequate
counter samples. As already mentioned above, this is hampered by the inadequacy of
the right raw materials. The situation, however, is aggravate_l by the shortage of
designers or pattern-makers, particularly among small firms.

hzadequate fitnding and high hzterest rate. The strategy of multinational
companies is to sub-contract large orders to local producers. Unless there is a local
company large enough to accept orders in large scale, multinational companies ",,,'ill
not choose the Philippines as an investment site. However, local producers cannot
afford the financial requirements for large volume of orders.

The high interest rate and the slowdown (or shutdown) in bank lending due to
the current financial crisis have severely affected the toy industry. Manufacturers
have to resort to informal lending sources, paying from 5 to 10 percent a month.

:bladequate marketing promotion. In the distribution and marketing of toys,
traders/buyers play a pivotal role. Producing countries are more often considered as

production bases and hence, contact with buyers is critical. In the Philippines,
however, contact with buyers is passive. There are no established windows, channels
or systems for buyers to make contact with local manufacturers. PHILTOY, the

" acknowledged toy industry organization in the country, is barely functional due to
very limited funding support. Furthermore, while there are trade fairs, the high cost
of participation in foreign trade fairs limits the scope of the industry's participation.
Likewise, participants experience difficulty in discerning market preferences and thus
display inappropriate exhibits or materials.



Non-enforcement of toy standards. Importers of toys do not follow
Philippine standards, particularly on toy safety. Hence, the country becomes the
dumping ground of cheap low quality unsafe toys. This trading practice creates
unnecessary cornpetition in the local market to the detriment of the local toy
producers. Likewise, since the consumers are not aware of the standards, these type
of toys pose threat to the health of Filipino children.

Likely Impact of EVSL on the Philippine Toy Industry

The EVSL initiative will create an impact on both the demand and supply of
toys. Like any liberalization program, EVSL is envisioned to ultimately result to
greater consumer welfare through various channels, such as, better and wider choices
of toy products, lower prices due to better and efficient production, etc.

Effects on Demand

Expansion of and better access to hzternational markets. The reduction of
tariffs and the removal of non-tariff barriers will provide Philippine toy manufacturers
better access to APEC markets but at the same time, they will face stiffer competition
from the major players in the market who are also from the APEC region. There is a
hugepotential market for the Philippine toy industry in the APEC region. The
country has not tapped the markets of the APEC economies as shown by the less than
1 percent share of the Philippines in the imports of toys of these economies, including
Japan and the US which are the country's rnajor markets (Table 15).

How will the Philippine toy industry position itself in the open APEC market
and take advantage of the greater opportunities open to it? A critical step in the
development of the industry is to identify and develop the bzdusto,'s niche hi the
export market. As discussed earlier, having a niche in the export market was the
critical factor in the success of the major players in the industry. The country cannot
compete with China and Hong Kong, given the country's relatively low state of
technology. The country cannot also specialize on plastic toys as the country does not
have adequate local source of plastic materials and technology to compete with
Taiwan (Rodolfo 1998). However, the country can specialize on design-intensive
high-end type of toys for its exports and mass production of middle- to low-end type
of toys for the domestic market. The industry needs to establish a strong linkage with
the electronics industry. With today's kids more computer literate, the challenge is for
the industry to develop technology-intensive toys.

Another strategy is to diversify export markets. As shown earlier, the shares
of the US and Japan in the country's exports have been going down. Some of the
APEC developed economies which the Philippines can explore as potential maJkets
are Australia, Canada, New Zealand and Singapore. The average shares of these
economies in the country's exports during the period 1991-1997 are relatively small
(Table 16).

The country also needs to improve on its competitiveness on its present major
export products primarily through improved technology in design and pattern-making.
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Table iS. Share of the Philippines to total imports of toys of APEC economies,
! 991-1995 (percent)

Country 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Australia 1.04 0.80 1.10 0.93 0.69
Canada 0.44 0.48 0.56 0.71 0.64
Chile 0.01 0.09
China 0.00 - 0.09
Hongkong 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.05
Indonesia

Japan* 0.45 0.53 0.51 0.50 0.58
Korea 0.04 0.13 0.42 0.24 0.32
Malaysia . 0.23 0.20 0.33 0.32 0.13
Mexico 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.33 0.16
New Zealand 0.61 0.53 0.60 0.88 0.92
Singapore 0.30 0.27 0.35 0.37 0.36
Thailand • 0.89 0.78 0.52 0.60 0.55
USA* 0.92 0.97 1.04 1.06 0.88

Note:Thereare nodata forBrunei.PapuaNewGuineaandtheChineseTaipei.
Source: CommodityTradeStatistics.UN,variousyears.

Table 16. Potential APEC markets for Philippine toys.

APEC Economy Average share in Philippine
exports, 1991-1997 (%)

Australia 2.9
Canada 0.3

• New Zealand 0.2
Singapore 0.8

Source: BureauofExportTradePromotion,DTI.

Cheaper and better and wider choices of toy products. With a more open
trading environment, the domestic market could be flooded with cheap and good
quality imports. As shown in Table 9 earlier, however, the country's preference for
imported toys include high-end type like recreational and educational games (video
games and disc-machine operated) and wheeled toys, of which there are no local
producers for the local market. Hence, the country will benefit much from the lower
import price of these products.

With the expected growth of the economy and increase in income level, local
:onsumers will be induced to purchase imported quality toys, especially educational
toys. With EVSL, these types of toys will become more affordable to consumers.



Effects on Supply

Elbnhaation of htefficient producers. Greater competition arising from
cheaper and good quality imports would bring the industry to a higher degree of
professionalisrn by eliminating inefficient producers in the industry. These a.re
usually the small stuffed toy producers who cater mostly to the low-end consumers in
public markets for toys. These producers do not invest in product and technology
development as they do not conform to quality and safety standards and only imitate
designs by big local toy producers or copy imported toys.

El(orcement of intellectual property rights. Local producers who used to
thrive on copying designs can no longer compete in a more liberalized trade
environment as big toy manufacturers would force for the implementation of
intellectual property rights. The local producers, whether they produce for exports or
the local markets, would then be forced to develop their own design capability and
observe IPR.

Transfer of technology and know-how. As will be discussed in more detail in
the next section, the EVSL program can accelerate efforts of both the government and
Lheindustry to work out an economic cooperation for the transfer of technology that
would improve the productivity of domestic workers and improve the quality of toy
products. The improved technological capability will enable exporters to respond to
large orders and deliver on time.

rhe APEC-EVSL Program for the Philippine Toy Industry

This section discusses the extent to which tariffs in the toy industry can be
•educed considering the current state of the industry and the likely impacts the EVSL
nitiative may bring to the industry. Measures and programs that would facilitate the
ealization of the opportunities from participating in the EVSL initiative and hence,
mable the industry to compete in a more open trading environment, will then be
dentified. These programs, however, will be classified into two, namely, (i) domestic
_rograms which the government and the toy industry need to implement; and (ii)
_rograms that can be advanced to APEC for economic and technical cooperation.

(i) Tariff Reduction Program

Considering that the Philippine toy industry is currently uncompetitive, it
_ould not be beneficial for the industry to agree totally to the EVSL tariff reduction
chedule as orighTallyproposed, i.e. reduction of tariffs to zero beginning in 1998 and
ompleting preferably by 2000 but not later than 2005. The tariff reduction schedule
,,hich will be beneficial to the industry is as follows (See Table 17 for details):

• HS 9501 - Early and faster liberalization (i.e. lower than TRP rates) as
there are no local producers for the local market;



• HS 9502 - Follow the Tariff Reform Program (TRP) schedule, i.e. uniform
• tariff rate of 5 percent by 2004.

• HS 9503 - Follow TRP schedule except for HS 9503.10 00, which can be
liberalized earlier than others under HS 9503, since there are no local
producers for the local market.

• HS 9504- Follow TRP schedule; and

° HS 9505 - Follow TRP schedule.

(ii) Programs to Enhance the Competitiveness ot"tile Philippine Toy
Indttstry

Domestic lJrograms amt strategies to be hnplemented by the Philil_phte tar
buhtst_3,:

I. Comprehensive toy industry study and industry plan - The toy industry study
should identify the strengths and weaknesses of the industry and the development
path that the industry would like to follow.

2. A pro-active and functional PHILTOY - As pointed out earlier, the organization
is barely functional. The organization should expand the benefits for its members
to keep them close to the association. The organization should also study the
needs of the informal segment of the industry, particularly in terms of access to
credit facilities and design and pattern making.

3. Relocation of production facilities outside of Metro Manila where the cost of labor
is lower.

4. Increased use of sub-contracting to avoid problems in formal and organized labor
market

Domestic programs and strategies to be implemented by the government:

1. Strict enforcement and implementation of Philippine toy standards to avoid the
dumping of sub-standards toys in the local market

Currently, there are no Implementing Rules and Regulations on the Philippine
Toy Standards. The implementing agency on toy standards has yet to be
identified also. The current set up is for the BFAD to implement the toxicity and
safety standards of toys. An agency that will deal with the entirety of toy
standards (mechanical standards, toxicity standards, safety standards, etc.) should
be identified.

2. Information dissemination to consumers and retailers associations on toy safety
standards - The government can tap the services of Intertek Testing Phils. in
informing the public in toy safety standards.



3. Enforcement of the strict labelling of toys - There are currently no control on
labelling. The labelling should include the safety of toys for ceaain age groups
and other safety information.

4. Formulation of specific heading/s for educational toys - The present set-up is very
lax and causes technical smuggling of toys. Stuff toys with very tiny books, for
example can pass the Customs as educational toys with zero tariff rates.

5. Provision of financial loan facility - The industry needs (i) medium to long term
funding for modernization of equipment and facilities, including the introduction
of modern technology; and (ii) credit lines for short-term operating expenses.
With the financial crisis, there is also an urgent need to resort to a restructuring of
loan accounts of toy manufacturers.

6. Intensive marketing and investment promotion abroad - There should be a joint
conscious effort on the part of the government and the toy industry to promote the
industry abroad to improve on the unfavorable image of the industry's labor
situation abroad.

7. Development of domestic producers of raw materials - The government should
also promote the development of industries that supplies the raw materials of the
industry, like the textile industry that provides fabrics to the stuffed toy industry.

8. Creation of a government body that will supervise and administer the
development of the toy industry.

Programs that can be advanced in APEC

Facilitation measures:

1. Development of a comprehensive database for the APEC toy industry - To enable
the industry to diversify its export markets to other APEC economies, the industry
needs data and other information on the target markets. APEC can therefore work
on the development of a database that contains the following:

• Detailed character and demands of APEC consumers so as to tailor

products to the tastes and needs of the targeted markets;

t Business practices, customs, patterns of behavior in APEC economies; the
pecularities of doing business in the target markets should be known and
observed to best develop and maintain business relationship;

• Preferred distribution system - The use of wholesalers, traders, general or
specialized trading companies should be spelled out;

_, Detailed quality control standards and requirements of targeted markets
that have to be followed and complied with - The availability of this
information will ensure that product rejects are zero.
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2. Mutual recognition agreement (MRA) for Philippine Toy Standards - This
program will also facilitate the access of Philippine producers to APEC markets.

,i

3. Promotion of direct investments fiom foreign sources, whether in the form of joint
ventures or project :alliances, particularly in the present markers served by the
industry where a certain degree or relationship already exists.

Economic and technical cooperation measures:

4. l_esearch and development on merchandise development which will include
product design, pattern-making and raw materials substitution.

5. Technology transfer, particularly in computer applications in production and in
design and pattern-making, from Hong Konff, China and US - This program will
modernize production and improve the productivity of the industry.
Modernization, in return, will make it possible for the local industry to provide
better products to their current markets or break into the mass/commercial
production of toys. Technology transfer can be encouraged through joint ventures
fi-om investors from Hong Kong, China and the US.

6. Corollary to technology transfer should be an extensive Training Program
covering all sub-sectors of the toy industry, i.e. from the owners-entrepreneurs to

the technical staff (designers, pattern-makers, quality control) down to the
workers.

7. Establishment of facilities for standard testing and the traifiing of personnel for
standards testing and implementation.

8. Creation of a pool of internationally well-known toy experts to assist APEC
developing member economies develop their toy SMEs.
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Table 17. PROPOSED EVSL TARIFF REDUCTION SCHEDULE

TOY SECTOR

Rate of Duty

HS Code Description ]998 L99g 2000 Remarks

9501.00 00 Wheeled toys designed to be ridden 20 20 20 Early and faster liberalization

by children (for exampie, tricycle, (TRP rates) (i.e. lower and faster than TRP)

scooters, pedal cars); dolls' carriages since there are no Iota[ producers
for the local market,

95.02 Dolls representing only human beings Follow TRP

9502.10 00 Dolls, whether or not dressed 20 20 20

r"
Parts and accessories:

9502.91 00 Garments and accessories therefor, 20 20 20

footwear and headgear

9502.99 00 Other 20 20 20

95.03 Other toys; reduced-size ("scare") models Follow TRP except for 9503. l0

and similar recreational models, working

or not; puzzles of all kinds.

9503. I 0 00 Electric _rains including tracks, signaIs I0 I0 t0 Early and faster liberalization
and other accessories therefor (current TRP rates) (i.e. lower and faster than TRP)

sin.ce there are no local producers
for the local market.

9503.20 00 Reduced-size ("scale") model assembly I [0 t0 10
kits, whether or not working models,

excluding those of sub-heading No,

9503,10 00 i



Table 17. PROPOSED EVSL TARIFF REDUCTION SCHEDULE
TOY SECTOR

Rate of Duty
HS Code Description 1998 1999 2000 Remarks

9503.30 Other construction sets and construct-

lena[ toys:

9503.30 [0 OFptastic 10 .10 10

9503.30 90 Other 20 20 20

Toys representing animals or non-
human creatures:

9503.41 00 Stuffed 20 20 20

9503.49 00 Other , 20 20 20

9503.50 O0 Toy musical instruments and appparatus 20 20 20

9503.60 O0 Puzzles 20 20 20

9503.7000 Other toys, put up in sets or outfits 20 20 20

9503.80 00 Other toys and models, incorporating a 10 10 I0
motor

9503.900{3 Other 20 20 20

95.04 Articles ['orfunfare, tables or parIour Follow TRP
, games, including pintables, billiards,

special tables for casino games and auto-
marie bowling alley equipment



Table 17. PROPOSED EVSL TARIFF REDUCTION SCHEDULE

TOY SECTOR

I

Rate or Duty

HS Code Description 1998 1999 2000 Remarks

9504.10 00 Video games of a kind used with a tele- It3 t0 10
vision receiver

9504.20 O0 Ar',icles and accessories for billiards 10 [0 10

9504.30 00 Other games, coin or die-operated, other 10 10 l0

than bowling alley equipment

9504.90 O0 Other 20 20 : 20

95.05 Festive. carnival or other entertainment Follow TRP

articles, including conjuring tricks and

novelty jokes. ,

9505.10 00 Articles for Christmas festivities 15 15 , 10

9505.90 O0 Other 15 15 10


